Investing in a sustainable future
Anat Tsour Segal, CEO: 2020 was a challenging year that set the value of green
technologies that makes the world a better place. Leonard Cohen said: "There is a crack
in everything, that's how the light gets in". So even in the great challenge that befell the
world this year, fascinating opportunities were found, new records were broken,
companies became public and investment seed grew and watered down.

Great progress of our portfolio companies

(TASE: AUGN) the stock has rose in
990% as the company reached great
achievements in 2020; Signing strategic
contracts with SolGreen and EDF
placing the company as the technology
provider of energy storage.
h
 ttps://www.augwind.com/

(TASE: ELWS) the stock has rose in
307% this year along with significant
progress in development and
implementation when recorded success
in the charging experiment and showed
progress in projects in Sweden Italy and
TelAviv, Israel.
https://www.electreon.com/

(TASE: BLRN) – Completed an IPO in
December, raising $6.3M based on post
money valuation of $33M
h
 ttps://bladeranger.com/

Completing its first commercial
installation in Leipzig, Germany with the
Premir Inn hotel chain.
h
 ttps://chakratec.com/

Significant agreements for Capital Nature and exciting collaborations
In June, a strategic collaboration was
signed between CN and Aream GmbH –
Aream will be CN's BizDev
representative in Continental Europe,
joining British CBG who collaborates and
promotes CN and its portfolio in UK,
European and other markets.
In September, CN announced the
establishment of a new VC Fund in
collaboration with Avnon Group for
investing in cyber areas for infrastructure
and smart cities.
In December, CN signed an exciting strategic cooperation agreement in the UAE and
the Persian Gulf with Vault Management Consultants. The Objective of the collaboration
is to expose and provide access to Israeli technologies in areas of clean energy and
climate tech in the UAE and in related markets.

2020 in sign of renewal
3 new companies joined our Incubator:
RoadSense – develops special sensor
system that collects all the information a
smart city needs without compromising
the privacy of the resident.
Silib – develops 100% siliconbased
anodes that can contain up to 10 times
more lithium per gram compered to
graphite.
ViaCool – a joint venture for CN and
Ardom ICT. The company will develop a
technological solution for cold storage
optimization.

Facing 2021
Capital Nature aims to continue to invest
in new, more mature companies with
groundbreaking technologies in the
worlds of renewable energy, energy
efficiency and its derivatives, directly and
through other platforms. We believe that
CN's investment strategy will lead to
interesting investments and encourage
StartUps to develop products that are
capable of changing the daily life of all of
us.
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